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About This Game

The highly anticipated sequel to the critically acclaimed game Act of War: Direct Action picks up where the techno-thriller left
off. On the eve of the U.S. Presidential elections, simultaneous terrorist attacks hit both candidates. Clues point to corrupt

elements within the U.S. military, but also to the shadowy organization known as the Consortium.
You take on the role of U.S. Army Brigadier General Jason Richter, a career soldier and former commander of the 1st Special
Forces (Delta Force) who has been given control of an elite new anti-terrorist unit: Task Force TALON. From massive enemy
assaults to delicate hostage extractions, from classified spy missions to search-and-destroy onslaughts, Task Force TALON is

deployed to engage the enemy in hotspots around the globe. Using near-future weaponry, Richter's men will be pushed to their
mental and physical limits to contain a powerful unpredictable enemy bent on toppling the governments of the world.

Ultra-realistic modern military RTS with massive new features for both single and multiplayer

Over 50 new multiplayer maps and new single player campaign

Three new online multiplayer modes and customization options

Naval combat with advanced water physics and expanded technologies

Nine different mercenaries to expand the gameplay experience
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Over 50 new ships, tanks, planes, soldiers, and upgrades

Enhanced A.I., graphics, artillery and aircraft handling, and much more!
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Great mod, really challenging at times. Some puzzles can be harder than the original game's puzzles.
Definitely worth your time if you liked Portal.. You would like this game if you want to kill some time as the description says. It
has a combination of passive music with very hard levels. The environment is really well done and there are enough obstacles
that will make you spend some time in each level. For 1 dollar is DEFINITELY WORTH IT.. It seems like an intriguing game
to play; however, after about 15 minutes of game play the game crashes. I'm hoping that it'll stop if I find some way to fix this.
Otherwise, I'll have to ask for my money back. As of right now, I don't recommend this game to anyone.. Does not work on my
new laptop. Just constant crashes. Not enjoying the first King Arthur either. I recommend NOT buying these games.. Cool
but there's only soft skinned, gripless ♥♥♥♥
three palm trees/ five
. wicked, what else can be said about it��. Best game i have ever played 10/10. better than the 1st title, the flashing is not too
severe...
-some level design is too tought, where warp out point is too near to spike
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Cats everywhere.

Edit - Updating this review for Autumn Sale 2017. Still cats. Still good.

Edit - Updating this review for Autumn Sale 2018. Still cats. Still good.. Worse game you could ever get. Now this is an EA
review at the moment. but having spent several hours with it i can say that the core gameplay loop is solid. it goes something
along the lines of, master an area, buy up everything think you are god. move to the next sector, get squished like a bug. tactics
used in one sector dont necessarily apply to the next. being godly in one area doesnt mean you wont be utterly destroyed in the
next. All the same, this is oddly sattisfying.. Very fun at the start. It only provides a few hours of entertainment. Better things to
spend your money on. 4/10. Gots to has my 18 wheels. Snake's clunky, ugly and unoriginal cousin.. So far I must say I like this
game a fair bit! It was one of those games I saw the adverts as a kid and really wanted but never got... I got this game for 3
pounds when looking at steam keys however the 17.99 pound asking price on steam its self is pretty shameful! If you like
cheesy voice acting, classic platforming and some fairly basic combat then I recommend looking for a better price and having a
go!. one of the higher quility disney ports
only any good if you have people to play with
never crashed on me, unlike about 50% of the games from the disney mega pack. its a mix of ♥♥♥♥♥♥ ports and ok games
6/10. I must say I really looked forward to the release of this Visual novel (I played the demo 20+ hours because thats how
interesting it was for me) and I must say I'm very excited to play this full release because

1.Interesting Character
2" " story
3. Wonderful Character design
4.Good soundtrack
5.Good "Plot" >.<
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